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Abstract: Reducing amyloid-β (Aβ) accumulation is a promising strategy for develop-

ing Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) therapeutics. We recently reported that a triphen-

ylmethane food dye analog, Brilliant Blue G (BBG), is a dose-dependent modulator of 

in vitro amyloid-β aggregation and cytotoxicity in cell-based assays. Following up on 

this recent work, we sought to further evaluate this novel modulator in a therapeutically-relevant AD transgenic mouse 

model. BBG was orally administered to APPSwDI/NOS2-/- mice for three months in order to assess its biocompatibility, 

its permeability across the blood-brain barrier, and its efficacy at rescuing AD pathology. The results showed that BBG 

was well-tolerated, caused no significant weight change/unusual behavior, and was able to significantly cross the AD 

blood-brain barrier in APPSwDI/NOS2-/- mice. Immunohistochemical and electron microscopic analysis of the brain sec-

tions revealed that BBG was able to significantly prevent neuronal loss and reduce intracellular APP/Aβ in hippocampal 

neurons. This is the first report of 1) the effect of Brilliant Blue G on neuronal loss in a transgenic animal model of AD, 2) 

oral administration of BBG to affect a protein conformation/aggregation disease, and 3) electron microscopic ultrastruc-

tural analysis of AD pathology in APPSwDI/NOS2-/- mice.  

Keywords: Alzheimer’s Disease, amyloid-β, blood-brain barrier, intracellular amyloid-β, neuronal loss, triphenylmethane dye. 

INTRODUCTION 

Alzheimer’s Disease (AD), the most common form of 
senile dementia, is characterized and diagnosed by three key 
pathological hallmarks: neurofibrillary tau protein tangles, 
neuronal loss, and the accumulation of insoluble peptide 
aggregates, composed primarily of neurotoxic amyloid-β 
(Aβ) [1, 2]. The amyloid-cascade hypothesis states that Aβ 
accumulation is toxic to the brain and causative to the tau 
pathologies leading to neuronal death and cognitive deficits 
seen in AD patients [3, 4]. Therefore, reducing Aβ accumu-
lation can be a promising strategy in developing AD thera-
peutics.  

Numerous small molecules have been studied for their 
ability to modulate Aβ aggregation and reduce neurotoxicity 
[5, 6]. Although the results from these studies are encourag-
ing in validating Aβ aggregation modulation as a promising 
strategy, a practical, safe, and effective agent has yet to be 
identified. In order to search for novel small molecule modu-
lators with good biocompatibility, our research group 
screened various FDA-approved food dyes and their close  
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structural analogs. We recently reported that the triphen-
ylmethane food dye analog, Brilliant Blue G (BBG), which 
is a P2X7 receptor antagonist, is a novel modulator of in 
vitro Aβ40-aggregation and Aβ cytotoxicity in cell-based 
assays [7, 8]. Following up on this recent work, we sought to 
further evaluate BBG’s efficacy in vivo, in a therapeutically-
relevant AD transgenic mouse model.  

The in vivo efficacy of intravenously (IV) or intraperito-
neally (IP) injected BBG against neurodegenerative protein 
conformation/aggregation diseases has been widely investi-
gated [9-15]. In a non-transgenic AD model that simulated 
the inflammation state of the disease via soluble hippocam-
pal Aβ42 injections, intraperitoneal injections of BBG re-
sulted in an increase of the viable neurons, a reduction in 
gliosis/inflammatory response, and a decrease in blood-brain 
barrier leakage [16], as well as improved cognitive function 
[17]. The effect of BBG on Aβ pathology in a transgenic 
mouse model of familial AD was first assessed in 2012 [18]; 
intraperitoneal injection of the compound to J20 hAPP mice 
revealed that BBG effectively penetrated the brain-blood 
barrier (BBB) and reduced the number and size of Aβ  
plaques in hippocampus. Whether BBG also prevents neu-
ronal loss, an important characterization step in the devel-
opment of BBG as a lead AD therapeutic candidate, re-
mained unknown [18]. Our current study aimed to provide 
the evidence that BBG can prevent neuronal loss, using a 
transgenic model of AD that displays substantial cell loss.  
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We used a previously well-established mouse model, 
APPSwDI/NOS2-/-, to investigate the effect of oral admini-
stration of BBG on neuronal loss and also APP/Aβ staining. 
The APPSwDI/NOS2-/- transgenic strain was generated by 
crossing the widely accepted cerebral amyloidosis an-
giopathic model APPSwDI (Amyloid-β Protein Precursor 
with Swedish K670N/M671L, Dutch E693Q, and Iowa 
D694N mutations) transgenic mice with NOS2-/- (nitric ox-
ide synthase 2 encoding gene knockout) mice [19-21]. NOS2 
expression has been reported as having differing effects in 
AD in transgenic models. On one hand, NOS2 expression 
has been shown to play a neuroprotective role. Furthermore, 
since macrophages in the mouse brain display more activity 
in producing nitric oxide that provides protection during an 
immune response than human macrophages, knocking out 
the NOS2 gene allows for a better representation of human 
brain pathology in a mouse model [3, 22]. Conversely, in 
certain transgenic mouse models, NOS2 expression exacer-
bates AD pathology, and NOS2 genetic deletion can in fact 
be neuroprotective [23, 24]. Regardless of the mode of ac-
tion of NOS2, APPSwDI/NOS2-/- transgenic model of AD 
has been validated as displaying all cardinal signs of AD, 
that is, severe amyloid deposition, tau pathology, 30-40% 
hippocampal neuron loss, and significant memory deficits 
revealed at the radial-arm water maze by 12-14 months of 
age [3, 19-21, 25, 26], and thus constitutes an excellent 
model to assess the potency of BBG on rescuing cell death in 
AD. The results of our current study provide the first report 
of the effect of BBG on neuronal loss in a transgenic animal 
model of AD, as well as the first report of oral (not IV or IP) 
administration of BBG, which affected a protein conforma-
tion/aggregation disease. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Mice  

Female 6-7 month old wild type C57BL/6 (Jackson 
Laboratories) and APPSwDI/NOS2-/- familial AD trans-
genic mice, derived from female C57BL/6 mice, were used. 
A total of 10 - WT and 8 - APPSwDI/NOS2-/- transgenic 
mice were randomly divided up into untreated control and 
drug experimental, WT and transgenic groups. This resulted 
in the following treatment group compositions: WT un-
treated control = 5 mice, WT drug experimental = 5 mice, 
APPSwDI/NOS2-/- untreated control = 4 mice, APP-
SwDI/NOS2-/- drug experimental = 4 mice. All procedures 
using vertebrate animals were approved by the University of 
Virginia Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee 
(IACUC). 

BBG Preparation, Administration and Monitoring  

BBG was prepared by blending dry powder of the com-
pound (Sigma Aldrich, ≥ 95% purity) into standard mice 
chow; the mixture containing 2,000 mg/kg/day BBG was 
provided ad libitum for 3 months. The oral dose was deter-
mined based on previously reported safe dosages for oral and 
injected BBG [27, 28] and assuming 5% absorption by the 
gastro-intestinal tract following oral consumption based on 
studies with Brilliant Blue FCF (BBF – FDA approved food 
dye, FD&C blue No. 1, since detailed metabolic loss studies 
have not been conducted with BBG), a close structural ana-

log of BBG [29]. Mice in the untreated control groups were 
fed standard basal mouse chow diet. The period of treatment 
(3 months) is comparable to previous studies that tested the 
efficacy of drug candidates on Aβ in mouse AD-models 
(ranging from 2 weeks to 6 months) [30-35].  

To assess gross biocompatibility, biodistribution and any 
potential gross toxic effects, the coloring of extremities, the 
urine and the feces, the appearance of skin, haircoat, eyes 
and the posture, unusual behaviors and signs of distress were 
observed 1-2 times per week throughout the BBG treatment 
period. The weight of each mouse was measured weekly.  

Tissue Processing for Neuroanatomical and Biochemical 
Analysis  

At the end of the 3-month BBG-administration regimen, 
mice (which reached 9-10 months of age by that time) were 
given an overdose of Euthasol solution (IP), followed by 
transcardiac aldehyde perfusion. For neuroanatomical analy-
sis, 3 mice per treatment group were perfused transcardially 
with Tyrode’s buffer followed by a mixture of 4% parafor-
maldehyde and 0.1% glutaraldehyde. Extracted brains were 
post-fixed overnight at 4

o
C in the same fixatives, cut in to 60 

µm thick coronal sections on a vibratome (Leica VT1000S), 
collected serially in a 12-well plate, and then they were 
treated with 1% NaBH4 for 30 minutes to deactive fixative. 
For biochemical BBG tissue concentration analysis, 1-2 mice 
per treatment group were perfused transcardially with PBS 
only. Following extraction from the skull and parasagittal 
bisection, the hemibrains were flash-frozen in liquid nitrogen 
and subsequently stored at -70

o
C.  

Tissue Preparation for Electron Microscopy  

Vibratome-sectioned sections were counterstained, resin-
embedded, and ultrathin sectioned using routine protocols 
[36-38]. The sections were incubated in 1% osmium 
tetroxide in PB for 1 hour, and in 4% uranyl acetate 
dissolved in 70% ethanol for 2-18 hours. The sections were 
then dehydrated sequentially in increasing concentrations of 
ethanol and acetone (EM grade, EMS). Sections were then 
treated with 50/50 acetone/resin (EMBED812; EMS) 
mixture for 2 hours, then with 100% resin overnight. 
Sections were placed between two acetate sheets, and cured 
in a 60

o
C oven for 1-2 days. These flat-embedded sections 

were examined with a light microscope to identify tissue 
landmarks for the region of interest in hippocampus, which 
was consequently excised and re-polymerized at the bottom 
of BEEM capsules. The features of capsule-embedded 
sections were sketched in detail, and the block was trimmed 
to a 2x1mm trapezoidal block that spanned the hippocampus 
CA1 pyramidal and striatum radiatum layers dorso-ventrally. 
Ultrathin sections (70-90nm) were cut using a Leica Ultracut 
UCT and collected on 200-mesh nickel grids. 

Quantification of BBG in Brain Tissue  

The extent of BBG diffusion across the blood-brain bar-
rier was assessed by spectroscopic absorbance measurements 
of the blue dye concentration in snap-frozen tissue [39]. Af-
ter the flash-frozen brain tissue was thawed, the wet weight 
and volume of each hemisphere was measured. Next, 5 mL 
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of 1X PBS (10 mM NaH2PO4 and 150 mM NaCl, pH 7.4) 
was added to each brain in a 15 mL centrifuge tube, placed 
on ice, and the tissue was homogenized with an ultrasonic 
converter (Branson Sonifier model 102C CE equipped with a 
Fisher Scientific Sonic Dismembrator Model 500 Control 
System, 30 minutes, 10% amplitude, 15 seconds on pulse, 5 
seconds off pulse). Samples of the brain homogenate (100 
µL samples; n ≥ 20 replicates for 1-2 mice per group) were 
aliquoted into a 96-well plate. Next, the absorbance spectra 
were scanned from 200-800 nm with a Synergy 4 UV-
Vis/fluorescence multi-mode microplate reader (Biotek), 
reading the maximal absorbance of BBG at 576 nm, and 
using 800 nm as a reference point to correct for tissue sam-
ple differences. The average BBG concentration (± SEM) in 
the tissue of experimental groups was quantified via correla-
tion to calibration curves constructed by adding known 
amounts of BBG to homogenized brain tissue from untreated 
control mice that did not receive the dye compound. 

Immunohistochemistry  

Non-specific IgG binding was blocked by treating brain 
sections with 1% BSA, 0.01M PBS solution for 30 minutes 
at room temperature. Sections were then incubated with one 
of the following primary antibodies prepared in PBS 
containing 1% BSA and 0.05% NaN3 (to prevent bacterial 
growth) overnight at room temperature: monoclonal anti-
6E10 (1:200; Covance, Catalog #: SIG-39320), which 
recognizes the N-terminal 4-9 amino acid residues of Aβ [32, 
40], and monoclonal anti-NeuN (1:200; Millipore, Catalog #: 
MAB377), a widely characterized antibody that recognizes a 
neuronal-specific nuclear protein [3, 41]. The brain sections 
were then treated in biotinylated anti-mouse secondary 
antibody (Vector Labs, Catalog #: BA-9200; 1:1000 and 
1:100 dilutions were used for 6E10 and NeuN, respectively) 
for 2 hours at room temperature, followed by incubation in 
avidin-biotin complex (Vectastain ABC Elite Kit; Vector 
Labs). The antibody binding was visualized with 3,3’-
diaminobenzidine, tetrahydrochloride (DAB) reaction. 
Finally, the sections were mounted on subbed slides, air-
dried, dehydrated with ethanol, de-fatted with xylene, and 
cover-slipped using DPX mountant. 

Imaging  

The patterns of immunohistochemical stain were imaged 
using a light microscope (Zeiss Axio Imager M2 with motor-
ized z-scan equipped with a Zeiss AxioCam Ice3 digital 
camera). To ensure comparable brain sections were analyzed 
from each animal, sections that contain dorsal hippocampus 
were selected for analysis. The AP coordinates of the 
sections were comperable to Allen Mouse Brain Refernce 
Atlas, coronal images 70-76 (http://mouse.brain-
map.org/static/atlas) for hippocampus analysis, 80-89 for 
subiculum analysis, and 70-89 for cortex analysis. For 6E10, 
images from the CA1–CA2 regions of hippocampus and 
from the cerebral cortex were captured for each brain section 
(1-4 sections per animal) using the 20x objective lens, 
yielding 0.9 mm

2
 (CA1-CA2) and 1.1 mm

2 
(cortex) total 

tissue area per section. For NeuN, images from the CA1 and 
subiculum hippocampal regions were captured for each brain 
section (2-5 sections per animal, ~ 5.6 mm

2
 total area per 

section) using the 10x objective lens on a Leica DMLB light 
microscope equipped with a Leica MC170 HD digital cam-
era. Ultrathin sections were examined on a JEOL 1010 
transmission electron microscope. Images of ultrastructural 
pathology were captured using a 16M pixel digital camera 
(SIA-12C, Scientific Instruments and Applications, Duluth, 
GA) at 10000x or 15000x magnifications. 

Quantification of Neuronal Loss and APP/Aβ Accumula-
tion 

While stereological approaches, such as bisector method, 
are most suitable to obtain unbiased counts of neurons in 
identified brain regions, areal neuron density measurements 
are reliably used to quantify neuronal loss in neurodegenera-
tive models [42-45]. In the current study, neuronal loss in 
hippocampus was assessed by non-blinded quantification of 
areal density of NeuN labeled cells, and the measurements of 
the thickness of pyramidal cell layer, using Image J software 
(NIH). To assess areal neuron density in subiculum, a stere-
ology grid with 70x70µm grid-boxes was placed on the cell 
layer, using Grid and Cell Counter plugins in Image J (Sup-
plementary Fig. S1B). While 35-40 grid-boxes typically 
covered subiculum in the WT cases, only the grid boxes that 
remained fully within the subiculum borders were analyzed. 
The cells within the grid-square were counted manually fol-
lowing stereology principles, and the average density of neu-
rons in each grid-box was calculated for each brain. Areal 
density measures were quantified in 1-3 sections per brain, 3 
brains/mice per condition, across 4 total conditions (treat-
ment groups). This quantification yielded areal density 
measures from ≥350 counting grid squares per condition. A 
similar analysis was initially run for CA1 and CA2 regions 
of the hippocampus, where pyramidal cell layer contained 
tightly packed cell bodies in a narrow layer. Because a cell 
loss in this region leads to a collapse in the thickness of the 
cell layer, rendering cell density measures unreliable, we 
used the cell layer thickness as a proxy for the number of 
neurons. The thickness of the CA1-CA2 pyramidal cell layer 
was measured along a line that was perpendicular to pial 
surface and the white matter (Supplementary Fig. S1A). 
Multiple measurements that were 70 µm apart at the pial 
surface were taken from each CA1-CA2 image. 

APP/Aβ accumulation in the brain tissue was quantified 
through non-blinded assessment of the percentage of 6E10 
labeled area per total area examined. On images containing 
6E10 labeled hippocampus, the background pixel intensity 
was measured from the unstained neuropil directly dorsal to 
the CA1-CA2 pyramidal cell layer of each section. The 6E10 
labeled regions were then identified as label intensity higher 
than 4X the background intensity in the same sections 
(Image Pro Plus 7.0, Mediacy). The percent ratio of 6E10 
positive areas was computed within the grid squares placed 
on pyramidal cell layer. In each section 40-167 (depending 
on number of grid squares fully remained within the cell 
layer) grid-squares were analyzed. In cerebral cortex 
sections, where, in contrast to hippocampus, the neuronal 
somata are sparsely distibuted, APP/Aβ accumulation was 
assessed by manually tracing the area (in Image J) occupied 
by diffuse plaques stained by the 6E10 antibody within 
randomly placed grid-squares, excluding labeled cells. As a 
result, the APP/Aβ accumulation analysis in cerebral cortex 
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reflects localization in the neuropil regions rather than in the 
cell bodies.  

The within variable averages of NeuN and 6E10 staining 
analyses were compared between transgenic, wild type, and 
untreated control animal groups using one-way ANOVA (p 
< 0.05 required for significancy) followed by Tukey’s post-
hoc analysis to determine significant differences. 

RESULTS 

Administration of BBG is Well-Tolerated, Achieves 

Peripheral Biodistribution, and Effectively Penetrates the 
BBB in AD Transgenic Mice 

The oral administration of BBG for three months was 
well-tolerated: Animals did not show any overt aversive be-
havior toward BBG blended chow, indicating BBG did not 
change the palatability of the food. Observations during the 
administration period revealed no signs of malnutrition or 
toxicity. Weekly body weight measurements revealed that 
untreated control wild type mice (WT Control) gained sig-
nificantly more weight than the untreated control APP-
SwDI/NOS2-/- (APP Control) group (p = 0.02, one-way 
ANOVA + Tukey’s post-hoc analysis, n = 14 data points of 
each group’s change in average weight in a respective week 
during the 3 month BBG administration period compared to 
starting weight; Table 1, Fig. 1), suggesting strain differ-
ences play a role in body weight change and eating habits. 
However, oral administration of BBG was not found to sig-
nificantly affect overall average weight change in either 
mouse strain (p = 0.4; Fig. 1), although it did cause an in-
crease in week-to-week fluctuation of the weights of indi-
vidual APPSwDI/NOS2-/- mice (p = 0.00001 in comparing 
SEMs of APP Cont. and BBG groups, as shown in Table 1, n 
= 14).  

 

Fig. (1). Percent weight change in APPSwDI/NOS2-/- (APP; cir-

cles) and wild type (WT; squares) mice with (filled markers) or 

without (unfilled markers) oral administration of BBG. Each data 

point is the percent change in particular group’s average weight 

relative to the starting weight at a given week during the 3 month 

BBG administration period (n = 4-5 mice per group). Dashed and 

solid functions are linear regression lines for untreated and BBG 

treated groups, respectively. 

To assess the biodistribution and bioavailability of BBG 
(a blue-colored dye) upon administration, the animals were 
observed 1-2 times per week for presence of blue coloring at 
their body parts, urine, and feces. Starting approximately 4 
days after beginning the BBG administration period, mice in 
both the WT type and APP groups displayed a light bluish-
green hue on the extremities (nose, ears, skin) as well as a 
darker blue color in the urine and fecal matter, indicating that 
the compound was absorbed, peripherally distributed, and 
excreted.  

To assess whether BBG crosses the blood-brain barrier, 
the concentration of the blue dye in homogenized brain tis-
sue was quantified at the end of the 3 months oral BBG ad-
ministration period, using a spectrophotometer at the maxi-
mal absorbance of BBG at 576 nm. Reference-subtracted 
absorbance measurements (800nm was used for reference 
absorbance) normalized to untreated controls revealed no 
significant difference between WT Control (1.00 ± 0.03) and 
WT BBG (1.04 ± 0.01) groups (p = 0.09 from one-way 
ANOVA test, n ≥ 20 replicate measurements) in wild type 
mice, indicating that the compound was not able to signifi-
cantly pass through the BBB of healthy brains. Most exoge-
nous molecules, such as BBG, that passively cross the BBB 
through endothelial transcellular diffusion are lipophilic and 
less than 450 Da in size [46, 47]. In contrast, BBG is water-
soluble and has a molecular weight over 800 Da [48], mak-
ing passive diffusion of this compound across BBB unlikely. 
The most likely BBB-permeation mechanism for BBG is the 
paracellular passages between endothelial cells, that is, ex-
tremely robust tight junctions sealed with protein complexes 
[49]. Thus, the passage of BBG through the healthy, intact 
BBB of a mouse is unlikely, and this was confirmed by our 
wild type mice results.  

However, in the transgenic APPSwDI/NOS2-/- familial 
AD mice fed with BBG (APP BBG group), reference-
subtracted normalized spectrophotometric absorbance at 576 
nm (1.26 ± 0.01) was significantly (p = 1.33 x 10

-31
, one-way 

ANOVA + Tukey’s post-hoc analysis, n ≥ 20 replicate 
measurements in each case) higher than in the untreated 
APPSwDI/NOS2-/- (APP Cont., 1.00 ± 0.01) group. The 
BBG concentration in the brain tissue was 3.91 ± 0.13 µM in 
BBG treated AD animals, suggesting that conditions that 
rendered transgenic mice unhealthy also compromised the 
BBB for BBG passage.  

 BBG Prevents Hippocampal Neuronal Loss in AD Model 

Given that it is an important AD-associated pathological 
feature and there have been no prior reports characterizing 
the effect in a transgenic animal model of AD, we next 
investigated whether oral administration of BBG could 
alleviate the loss of neurons that occurs in transgenic familial 
AD mouse model. To this aim, we visualized neuronal cell 
bodies using NeuN immunocytochemistry. The quantifica-
tions of neuron areal density in the subiculum and the thick-
ness of pyramidal cell layer in CA1-CA2 revealed no sig-
nificant differences (p = 0.2 and 0.1 for subiculum and CA1-
CA2, respectively, from one-way ANOVA test) between 
untreated WT and BBG fed WT animals (Fig. 2A-C, Fig. 
3A-C, and Table 2A-B). Combined with the finding that 
BBG permeability to WT brains is negligible, the absence of 
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Table 1. Weekly weight monitoring during 3 month oral Brilliant Blue G (BBG) administration period. Percent weight change of 

APPSwDI/NOS2-/- (APP) and wild type (WT) untreated (Cont.) and orally-administered BBG (BBG-Food) mice. Data 

expressed as the overall change in each group’s average weight in a respective week during 3 month BBG administration 

period compared to starting weight, +/- SEM (n = 4-5 mice per group).  

 % Weight Change During 3 Month BBG Administration Period Compared To Starting Weight 

Group 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 

WT 

Cont. 

0.9 ± 

1.1% 

2.7 ± 

2.0% 

0.9 ± 

1.1% 

1.8 ± 

0.9% 

5.4 ± 

1.1% 

4.5 ± 

1.8% 

4.5 ± 

2.3% 

5.4 ± 

1.1% 

6.3 ± 

1.7% 

7.1 ± 

2.4% 

6.3 ± 

1.7% 

7.1 ± 

2.4% 

8.0 ± 

2.2% 

9.8 ± 

2.3% 

WT 

BBG-

Food 

5.3 ± 

1.7% 

0.9 ± 

1.7% 

1.8 ± 

1.4% 

3.5 ± 

2.3% 

1.8 ± 

1.4% 

3.5 ± 

1.1% 

5.3 ± 

1.7% 

7.1 ± 

1.7% 

8.8 ± 

3.0% 

7.1 ± 

1.7% 

6.2 ± 

1.4% 

9.7 ± 

2.2% 

13.3 ± 

3.0% 

11.5 

± 

2.2% 

APP 

Cont. 

1.0 ± 

1.5% 

1.0 ± 

2.2% 

1.9 ± 

1.0% 

1.0 ± 

0.0% 

3.4 ± 

1.4% 

2.2 ± 

1.2% 

2.2 ± 

1.2% 

1.0 ± 

2.0% 

4.6 ± 

2.3% 

7.0 ± 

2.3% 

4.6 ± 

1.2% 

4.6 ± 

1.2% 

3.4 ± 

1.4% 

3.4 ± 

1.4% 

APP 

BBG-

Food 

2.3 ± 

3.4% 

3.4 ± 

3.0% 

4.6 ± 

2.9% 

2.3 ± 

2.9% 

-1.1 ± 

1.3% 

1.1 ± 

1.9% 

4.6 ± 

2.2% 

3.4 ± 

3.0% 

3.4 ± 

3.0% 

4.6 ± 

2.2% 

4.6 ± 

3.4% 

4.6 ± 

3.4% 

8.0 ± 

3.0% 

4.6 ± 

2.2% 

 

Fig. (2). NeuN immunohistochemical assessment of neuronal loss in subiculum field of hippocampus with oral BBG administration. A,B 

Light microscopy images of NeuN staining in the subiculum field of the hippocampus for wild type (WT) and APPSwDI/NOS2-/- (APP) 

mice either untreated (-Cont. groups) or orally administered BBG for 3 months (-BBG groups). Scale bar in A = 150 µm; scale bar in B= 50 

µm. C. Neuron areal density was computed as the number of neurons within a counting square placed in the subiculum (also see Supplemen-

tary Fig. S1). Data expressed as average ± SEM (n ≥ 350 total counting squares from 3 animals per group). *** indicates significant differ-

ence (p < 0.0001 from one-way ANOVA + Tukey post-hoc analysis). NS indicates no significant difference detected (p > 0.1). 

pyramidal cell differences after BBG administration in WT 
animals suggests that oral BBG does not have any, neither 
detrimental nor proliferative, effect on hippocampal cell 
health. In contrast, compared to WT Control animals, the 
APP Control animals displayed 20-22% neuronal loss both 
in the subiculum and in the CA1-CA2 region (p = 1.7 x 10

-8
 

and 5.8 x 10
-26

 from one-way ANOVA + Tukey’s post-hoc 
analysis for subiculum and CA1-CA2, respectively, Fig. 2 

and Fig. 3, and Table 2A-B). A previous study that validated 
the APPSwDI/NOS2-/- transgenic AD mouse model re-
vealed 35-40% neuron loss in the subiculum and the CA 
regions of the hippocampus of 12-14 months old mice (3). In 
our study, 9-10 months old APPSwDI /NOS2-/- mice dis-
played 20-22% neuronal loss in these same regions. Since 
AD-related neurodegeneration increases with age [50], we 
postulate that the comparatively less (but still highly signifi-
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Table 2. NeuN neuronal loss quantification. Numerical/tabular presentation of the A, number of neurons counted per 5000 µm
2
 

subiculum grid and of the B, average measured thickness of the CA1-CA2 pyramidal neuron cell layer displayed graphi-

cally in Fig. 1C and Fig. 2C, respectively. Data expressed as average ± SEM. Right column displays the number of individ-

ual measurements assessed to obtain the displayed average.  

A. 

Treatment Group 
Average # Neurons Per 5000 µm

2
 Subiculum 

Grid ± SEM 
# of Measurements 

WT Cont. 7.3 ± 0.2 350 

WT BBG-Food 7.0 ± 0.2 403 

APP Cont. 5.9 ± 0.2 361 

APP BBG-Food 7.2 ± 0.2 395 

B. 

Treatment Group 
Average CA1-2 Neuronal Layer Thickness 

(µm) ± SEM 
# of Measurements 

WT Cont. 74 ± 1 463 

WT BBG-Food 77 ± 2 500 

APP Cont. 58 ± 1 413 

APP BBG-Food 76 ± 2 420 

Fig. (3). NeuN immunohistochemical assessment of neuronal loss in CA1-CA2 neuronal cell layer of hippocampus with oral Brilliant Blue G 

(BBG) administration. A,B Representative light microscopy images of NeuN staining in the CA1-CA2 cell layer of the hippocampus for wild 

type (WT) and APPSwDI/NOS2-/- (APP) mice either untreated (APP Cont.) or orally administered BBG for 3 months (APP BBG). Scale bar 

= 160 µm for the A, and 40 µm for B panels, zoomed in view of the CA1-2 neuronal cell layer measured. Note that the close packing of py-

ramidal cells in hippocampus reduces the reliability for identifying individual cells. Furthermore, loss of cells in APP-Cont cases disrupts 

cell-packing density in this region, precluding areal cell-density measures. C, Neuronal loss was quantified by measuring width/thickness of 

the CA1-2 neuron layer (also see Supplementary Fig. S1A). Data expressed as average ± SEM (n ≥ 400 replicates, 3 animals per group). *** 

indicates significant difference (p < 0.0001 from one-way ANOVA + Tukey’s post-hoc analysis). NS indicates no significant difference de-

tected (p > 0.05). 
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cant) neuronal loss observed in our tissue was due to assess-
ing mice at a younger age.  

The administration of BBG prevented this neuronal loss. 
The neuron density and pyramidal cell layer thickness in 
APP BBG brains was higher than that in APP Control group 
(p = 3.9 x 10

-8
 and 3.0 x 10

-17
 from one-way ANOVA + 

Tukey’s post-hoc analysis for subiculum and CA1-CA2, 
respectively, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Table 2), while no statisti-
cally significant differences existed between APP BBG and 
WT BBG mice (p = 0.4 and 0.6 for subiculum and CA1-
CA2, respectively, Fig. 2, Fig. 3, and Table 2). This suggests 
that oral administration of BBG for 3 months has prevented 
the neuronal loss that occurs in the hippocampus of APP-
SwDI/NOS2-/- mice.  

BBG Reduces Intracellular APP/Aβ Staining in the CA1-
CA2 Pyramidal Cell Layer of the Hippocampus, But 

Does not Affect the Plaques in Cerebral Cortex Neuropil 

In order to assess whether oral BBG administration also 
prevented the amyloid pathology, the 6E10 primary antibody 
was used to analyze the extent of staining in the CA1-CA2 
pyramidal cell layer of the hippocampus. As reported before, 
the majority of 6E10 staining in CA pyramidal cell layer was 
localized on neuronal bodies (Fig. 4, [51-55]). The CA py-
ramidal cell layer is densely packed with neurons, and there-
fore, the area analyzed here was almost completely com-
posed of somata. In the literature, some discord exists re-
garding the exact APP and/or APP-cleavage product and 
aggregation-state of intracellular Aβ staining seen in trans-
genic mice models and human AD patients when using se-
quence-specific antibodies, such as 6E10 [56-59]. A substan-
tial body of literature indicates that intracellular staining by 
these sequence-specific antibodies does indeed represent 
primarily the aggregation prone Aβ42 but not Amyloid-β 
Protein Precursor (APP) parent protein or other cleavage 
product [55, 60, 61]. It should also be noted that in trans-
genic models based on overexpression of human APP gene, 
the majority of 6E10 staining is expected to be overex-
pressed human protein, rather than mice APP [62]. Aggre-
gated Aβ species can also be identified using oligomer-
specific antibodies or less specific histochemical methods, 
such as Thioflavin S [63-70]. We rather chose to use the pan-
amyloid 6E10 antibody to capture all forms of APP and Aβ 
expressed in this mice model. Although we cannot be sure 
that 6E10 staining is a reliable indicator of the amount of 
intracellular Aβ, nor a marker for extracellular amyloidosis, 
we used this antibody as a generic marker for amyloid pa-
thology (APP/Aβ) that develops in hippocampal cells of this 
transgenic model.  

In wild type mice, only ~ 0.1% of the CA neuron layer 
was labeled with 6E10, indicating negligible APP/Aβ accu-
mulation (Fig. 4 and Table 3A). In APP Control brains, 6E10 
stain occupied ~ 10% of the total area, which was 100 times 
more than in the WT Control brains (Fig. 4 and Table 3A), 
indicating negligible false-positive interfering background 
signal resulting from sources such as endogenous mouse 
antibodies. It is conceivable that this staining represents de 
novo APP transcript in this transgenic model, as well as in-
tracellular Aβ. In contrast to APP Cont brains, in the APP 
BBG group, only about 5% of the area analyzed was occu-

pied by 6E10 positive stain, indicating a significant (p = 4.0 
x 10

-24
, one-way ANOVA + Tukey’s post-hoc analysis) dif-

ference in APP/Aβ accumulation in comparison to APP Con-
trol (Fig. 4E and Table 3A). Because we cannot postulate 
any BBG effect in slowing down APP transcription in these 
neurons, we propose that the reduction in 6E10 staining in 
APP BBG animals represents a slow-down of toxic Aβ ac-
cumulation in AD mice. Concurrent reduction of cell death 
in BBG treated APP animals, as demonstrated in the current 
study, also supports the idea that BBG treatment reduces Aβ 
toxicity, rather than APP transcription.  

In the cerebral cortex of both the control and BBG-fed 
APPSwDI/NOS2-/- animals, 6E10 immunoreactivity was 
observed in or around both the neuronal cell bodies and the 
neuropil (that is, the brain volume occupied by components 
other than somata), appearing as varying sizes of labeled 
patches (Fig. 5A-B). We assessed the extent of these diffuse, 
neuropil plaques by tracing the borders of each plaque in 
Image J, and calculating the ratio of areas occupied by 6E10 
positive plaques in each section. There was no significant 
difference in the percentage of area occupied by the plaques 
between APP Control and APP BBG mice (p = 0.7 from 
one-way ANOVA test, Fig. 5C and Table 3B). In addition, 
oral administration of BBG did not significantly affect the 
average area of individual plaques traced; the average plaque 
sizes in APP Control and APP BBG mice were 626 ± 24 µm

2 

and 678 ± 26 µm
2
, respectively (p = 0.2 from one-way 

ANOVA test, n > 600 individual plaque area measurements). 
This finding implies different mechanisms for formation of 
amyloid plaques and the APP/Aβ-dependent neuropathology 
that leads to cell death in this transgenic APP mice model. 
The 6E10 label was also observed as varying sizes of patches 
in striatum radiatum, the cell-sparse layer containing apical 
dendrites of pyramidal cells, and in dentate gyrus, however 
Aβ accumulation in these regions was not quantified further. 

EM Demonstration that BBG Reduces Neuron Degenera-
tion in Hippocampus 

In order to assess ultrastructural properties of mice hip-
pocampal pathology encountered in APP Control and APP 
BBG mice, we examined ultrathin sections from hippocam-
pus of animals in each group using electron microscopy. 
Both brains displayed hallmark ultrastructural pathology of 
AD brains, including amyloid plaques, myelinated bulbs, 
autophagosomic formations and vacuoles, multilamellar bod-
ies, dystrophic neurites, bundled filaments and lipofuscin 
bodies (Supplementary Fig. S2, Fig. 6A, C-F) [71-73]. The 
most notable qualitative difference in neuropathological 
formations observed between APP Control and APP BBG 
brains was the lack of degenerating cell bodies in CA1: In 
the pyramidal cell layer of APP Control animal hippocam-
pus, the normal cellular arrangement was disrupted by de-
generating somata and autophagosomic formations (Fig. 6A 
vs. B). Degenerating neurites, which often were filled with 
massive bundles of filaments (Fig. 6D and 6G), were ob-
served. It is interesting that fibrillar accumulations in py-
ramidal cells and dendrites (e.g., Fig. 6D, G) were distinct 
from electron dense, vacuous and multilamellar degeneration 
products (e.g., Fig. 6A-B) observed in pyramidal cell layer 
of untreated mice brains (APP Cont), possibly indicating 
either two distinct stages or types (i.e., amyloid and tau) of 
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Fig. (4). 6E10 staining in CA1 pyramidal cell layer of hippocampus, in WT and APP transgenic mice with oral Brilliant Blue G (BBG) ad-

ministration. A-C. Treatment with 6E10 antibody leads to visualization of dark accumulation in APP mice hippocampus neurons (black as-

teriks), while some unstained cells remain discernable (white asterisk). Compared to BBG fed mice (C ), a larger number of cells were stained 

in APP-Cont mice (untreated group, A-B). The cells in APP-Cont brains were less organized, and they were dysmorphic, displaying wider 

spaces between discernable somata. The 6E10 staining was negligible in WT brains with or without (D) BBG treatment. Scale bar in A= 100 

µm. Scale bar in B= 50 µm and applies for panels B-D. E, Quantification of intracellular Aβ staining in neurons expressed as the average 

percentage of area occupied by 6E10-positive stain per total area analyzed ± SEM (n ≥ 450 measurement squares, 2-3 animals per group). *** 

= p < 0.0001 (one-way ANOVA + Tukey’s post-hoc analysis). 

 

Table 3. 6E10 Aβ staining quantification. Numerical/tabular presentation of A, the percent area of the CA1-CA2 pyramidal neuron 

cell layer occupied by 6E10-positive stain, and of B, the percent area of cortex neuropil occupied by 6E10-positive diffuse 

plaques displayed graphically in Fig. 3C and Fig. 4C, respectively. Data expressed as average ± SEM. Right column dis-

plays the total number of measurements obtained from 3 animals in each group.  

A. 

Treatment Group 
Average % CA1-2 Neuronal Layer Area Oc-

cupied by 6E10 Positive Stain ± SEM 
# of Measurements 

WT Cont. 0.08 ± 0.03 145 

WT BBG-Food 0.11 ± 0.03 215 

APP Cont. 10.21 ± 0.39 456 

APP BBG-Food 5.43 ± 0.27 662 

B. 

Treatment Group 
Average % Cortex Neuropil Area Occupied by 

6E10 Positive Diffuse Plaques ± SEM 
# of Measurements 

WT Cont. 1.1 ± 0.2 30 

WT BBG-Food 0.8 ± 0.2 25 

APP Cont. 9.1 ± 0.9 50 

APP BBG-Food 8.6 ± 0.7 83 
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Fig. (5). Immunohistochemical assessment of 6E10 staining in the cortex neuropil with oral Brilliant Blue G (BBG) administration. A,B The 

6E10 immunoreaction lead to visualization of neurons (black asterisk) in all layers of the cerebral cortex (Ctx.) in APP mice. Extracellular 

accumulation of 6E10 stained product was also prevalent throughout cortex (B), as well as in dentate gyrus (not shown). The size of these 

amyloid accumulations (plaques) ranged from punctate (arrowheads) to 80-100 µm (black arrows), leading to a diffuse staining appearance in 

cortex. Scale bar = 100 µm for A, and 200 µm for B. C, Quantification of cortex neuropil 6E10 plaque staining expressed as the average per-

centage of area occupied by 6E10-positive manually traced diffuse plaques per total area analyzed ± SEM (n ≥ 50 for 6E10, 2-3 animals per 

transgenic group). NS indicates no statistically significant difference detected compared to APPSwDI/NOS2-/- untreated control group (p > 

0.1 from one-way ANOVA test). *** = p < 0.0001 (one-way ANOVA + Tukey’s post-hoc analysis). 

neuropathology expected in APPSwDI/NOS2-/- transgenic 
mice model. Both degenerating soma and filamentous dys-
trophic neurites were observed to emerge from pyramidal 
cell layer, and they were often engulfed in phagocytic glia. 
Similarly, lipofuscin bodies, the hallmark sign of aging 
brains were encountered in cytoplasm of APP brains (Sup-
plementary Fig. S2 and Fig. 6G), as well as in degenerating 
or phagocytosed elements (Fig. 6B and 6D), and associated 
with multilamellar bodies (Fig. 6E). Myelin capsulated dys-
trophic neurites, containing bundled fibrils, phagocytic 
vacuoles, or electron dense contents with limiting mem-
branes, and somatoplasmic pathologies were also encoun-
tered in neuropil regions of striatum radiatum, both in APP 
Control and APP BBG brains (Supplementary Fig. S2), sug-
gesting that BBG treatment did not affect the filamentous 
pathology in hippocampal dendrites. Without using phosho-
tau immunostaining, we cannot ascertain whether or not 
filament pathology we observe using electron microscopy in 
9 months of age brains is related to tau pathology that was 
previously demonstrated in this transgenic model at one 
years of age using light microscopy [3]. It should be worth-
while to investigate effects of BBG treatment on tau pathol-
ogy as a follow-up study, in order to further evaluate thera-
peutic feasibility of BBG treatment in human AD, where tau-
phosphorylation is the strongest predictor of cell death. The 
most drastic qualitative difference between the APP Control 
and APP BBG brains was considerably reduced instances of 

degenerating cell remnants among the pyramidal somata 
(Fig. 6A vs. 6B), although more subtle differences in preva-
lence of neuropathologies listed above, or the differences in 
intracellular or extracellular peptide localization, cannot be 
revealed without quantitative immuno EM analysis, which is 
not employed in the current study. Nevertheless, the EM 
observations also confirmed our light microscopy analysis 
indicating that the BBG treatment particularly intervenes 
before substantial cell death takes place in the hippocampus 
of APPSwDI/NOS2-/- brains. 

DISCUSSION 

 In this study, we quantified the effect of 2,000 
mg/kg/day BBG oral administration of the triphenylmethane 
dye BBG on cell survival and APP/Aβ accumulation in 
APPSwDI/NOS2-/-mice, a transgenic model of AD. We 
demonstrated that oral BBG had significant effects on neu-
ron survival and intracellular APP/Aβ accumulation in the 
hippocampus. In contrast, amyloid plaques in the cortex neu-
ropil were not affected by BBG treatment. While ultrastruc-
tural examination of hippocampal circuitry revealed patho-
logical elements that were hallmark signs of AD in both un-
treated and treated brains, oral BBG treatment reduced the 
instances of hippocampal cells that contained varying stages 
of degeneration products. These results suggest that BBG is 
potentially an effective agent to prevent progression of a key 
hallmark sign of AD, neuronal loss.  
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Fig. (6). Ultrastructural displays of neuronal pathology in APPSwDI/NOS2-/- mice that were untreated (A, C, D, F, G) or treated (B, E) with 

BBG. A, Degenerating cells displaying dark chromatin, ovoid or irregularly shaped nucleus (nu*) and electron dense cytoplasm (cy*), indi-

cating degeneration, mottle CA1 pyramidal cell layers in untreated brains. B, In BBG treated brains, occurrence of such degenerating cells 

was rare. C, Higher magnification views of degenerating cytoplasm in untreated brains reveal vacuoles (vac), swollen or vacuous mitochon-

dria (mit), and lipofuscin (lip) deposits. Bundled filaments (bf) were also common. D-F, Bundled filaments (bf) and lipofuscin (lip) deposits, 

with or without osmiophobic (i.e., low contrast in EM images), possibly proteinaceous components were also encountered in cytoplasm of 

non-degenerating cells of both BBG treated (E) and untreated (D, F) brains. Small osmiophilic granules and osmiophobic components of 

lipofuscin are often aggregated as multilamellar bodies (mlb; E). G, Bundled filaments (bf) in degenerating neurons of BBG untreated brains 

filled degenerating dendritic processes (d*); it was possible to find synapses (arrow) on these dendrites suggesting that filament pathology 

precedes deafferentation of neurons destined to degenerate. Scale bars displayed = 10 µm in A and B, 2 µm in C and E, and 1 µm in D, F, and 

G. 

Bioavailability of BBG in Wild Type and AD Mice 

The quantification of BBG concentration in the brain-
tissue revealed that the dye could cross the blood-brain bar-
rier (BBB) in APPSwDI/NOS2-/- familial AD-transgenic 
mice, but not in wild type control mice. Passage of therapeu-

tic molecules across the BBB in Alzheimer’s Disease (AD) 
is a highly complex phenomena, with differing degrees of 
BBB disruption being reported in the literature from studies 
with AD mouse models [74]. For example, previous studies 
with multiple transgenic mouse models of AD have shown a 
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lack of widespread BBB disruption measured by negligible 
BBB permeability of larger molecular weight species, in-
cluding therapeutic antibodies, and also some smaller mo-
lecular weight compounds [74]. Nevertheless, our current 
finding is consistent with previous observations of increased 
BBB permeability in certain specific transgenic mouse mod-
els [18, 44] and that in AD, increased CNS infiltration of 
inflammatory cells/immunoglobulins [44, 46, 75] and pe-
ripheral blood proteins [16,75,76] has been observed. Dele-
tion of nitric oxide synthase in the APPSwDI/NOS2-/- 
mouse model decreases protection against immune response, 
allowing for increased inflammation [22] and potential leak-
age of the BBB in the AD brain [44]. The APPSwDI/ 
NOS2-/- mouse also exhibits decreased aquaporin 4 and glial 
fibrillary acid protein astrocytic end feet, both of which are 
features required for the integrity of the BBB [26, 77, 78]. In 
addition, the neurovascular blood-brain barrier has been 
demonstrated to undergo disruption and dysfunction in other 
neurodegenerative diseases [44, 75, 76]. For example, in 
rodent models of traumatic brain injury [28] and spinal cord 
injury [34, 39], peripherally administered BBG was found to 
accumulate at the contusion site, indicating that the com-
pound was able to access the brain through the disrupted 
BBB. Although BBB permeability of BBG in human brain at 
different stages of AD progression remains a pharmacoki-
netic challenge, the BBB permeability of orally administered 
2,000 mg/kg/day BBG in a transgenic AD model strengthens 
the potential pharmaceutical potency of this compound as a 
therapeutic agent. Since the 2,000 mg/kg/day dosage utilized 
in our study was well-tolerated and the maximum safe dos-
age of orally administered BBG into mice reported so far 
was 3,500 mg/kg/day BBG [28], it is expected that a higher 
dosage of oral BBG could be utilized in future studies. 

Significance of BBG’s Effect on Neuronal Loss in AD 

We demonstrated that BBG effectively reduced AD-
related neuronal loss in the hippocampus of a transgenic 
model. Because not all AD-mouse models develop 
significant neuronal loss [79], this pathological endpoint is 
often excluded from efficacy studies of new therapeutics. 
However, neuronal loss in hippocampus, a brain region 
critical for learning, memory consolidation, and spatial 
navigation [80, 81] is chiefly responsible for loss of 
cognitive function in AD. Because therapeutics that prevent 
AD-related neuronal loss also enhance cognitive/behavioral 
function [19, 20, 82-85], the demonstration of BBG’s 
effectiveness to alleviate cell loss in the subiculum and CA1-
CA2 regions in the current study emphasizes the potency of 
this compound as a promising agent in the treatment of AD.  

The Effect of BBG on APP/Aβ Accumulation  

We have demonstrated that oral BBG administration sig-
nificantly reduced 6E10 APP/Aβ staining prominently in or 
around somata in hippocampal pyramidal cells. Aggregated 
species of secreted Aβ found in the extracellular space were 
hypothesized to initiate the cascade of events in the toxicity 
that leads to amyloid plaques [63]. There is also evidence 
that the neurodegenerative cascade may be triggered by Aβ 
accumulation inside neurons [86]. Indeed, recent studies 
have demonstrated that neuronal loss, cognitive decline, and 

synapse degradation can occur independent from the appear-
ance of plaques in the AD brain neuropil, and that intracellu-
lar Aβ coincides better with these pathological events [54, 
55, 60, 64, 66, 67, 87-91]. In fact, it was reported that the 
formation of Aβ oligomers and fibrils actually begins by 
internalized Aβ monomer being sorted to multivesicular bod-
ies inside of cells, where aggregation then proceeds. The 
aggregates are then only released to the extracellular space 
once the cells undergo cell death [52, 92, 93]. Furthermore, 
intracellular Aβ has been found to be many times more toxic 
than extracellular Aβ in the neuropil [94]. Although further 
study is required to confirm the exact identity of the stained 
APP/Aβ species (parent APP protein, Aβ, alternate cleavage 
product, or aggregated) and confirm whether BBG is truly 
affecting the Aβ pathological hallmark of AD, the concurrent 
reduction of intracellular 6E10 staining and neuronal death 
with BBG administration is in agreement with the hypothesis 
that post-cleavage APP fragments in the intracellular space is 
a crucial step in cascade of events leading to neurodegenera-
tion in AD brains. 

It should also be noted that anti-inflammatory actions of 
BBG may share responsibility in alleviation of AD pathol-
ogy in transgenic models. In J20 hAPP transgenic mice, 
BBG reduces Aβ plaques by promoting non-amyloidogenic 
processing of AβPP by alpha-secretase through the P2X7 
receptor [18], while BBG also prevents in vitro Aβ aggrega-
tion with an alpha-secretase independent mechanism [8]. 

Our findings that the effect of BBG on APP/Aβ 
accumulation is more detectable at the hippocampal cell 
layer, and the oral BBG treatment impacts not the 
occurrences of intracellular multivesicular bodies and 
dystrophic neurites, but the cellular degeneration due to 
excessive APP/Aβ and filament accumulation, indicate that 
BBG likely interferes with Aβ pathogenesis at the stage 
when Aβ is intracellular. Furthermore, our results also 
indicate that the effect of BBG on hippocampal cell death is 
not simply via delaying the death of cells that have 
accumulated considerable APP/Aβ, but via preventing the 
APP/Aβ accumulation in the cells prior to trigger of cell 
death cascade. If BBG’s effect to reduce APP/Aβ in 
APPSwDI/NOS2-/- brains was due primarily to its P2X7 
receptor antagonism mediated anti-inflammatory action in 
preventing microglial activation and phagocytic activity 
[39,95], then the prevention of neuronal numbers with BBG 
would have led to increased APP/Aβ in these brains. We 
have found the exact opposite; BBG treatment prevents 
neuronal loss while reducing the APP/Aβ amounts in the 
pyramidal cell layer. This is most likely explained through a 
mechanism by which BBG prevents the formation or entry 
of Aβ into hippocampal cells, thereby preventing Aβ’s 
efficacy to kill the neurons.  

Then, through what mechanism BBG was able to reduce 
intracellular APP/Aβ 6E10 staining in our study? Was it 
through inhibition of Aβ aggregation, inhibition of Aβ 
monomer generation from the APP parent protein, or 
preventing entry of Aβ in to neurons? All of these 
mechanisms are possible based on the findings in the current 
study, as additional valuable investigations aimed at identify-
ing the stained intracellular APP/Aβ 6E10 species (as parent 
APP protein, Aβ, alternate cleavage product, or aggregated 
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isoform) are required to confirm the specific mechanism. If 
BBG acts by a mechanism that inhibits intracellular Aβ 
aggregation, BBG treatment would be expected to reduce Aβ 
staining in neurons. The finding that 6E10 staining in 
hippocampal neurons is reduced upon BBG treatment is 
consistent with this expectation. Our previous findings using 
in vitro models also supports this mechanism [8]. Then, the 
question is whether this inhibition occurs intracellularly or 
extracellularly. BBG has a relatively large molecular weight 
(854 Da) and is hydrophilic, two properties that potentially 
hinder the permeability of this compound through the cell 
membrane. Therefore, we speculate that an intracellular site 
of action for BBG inhibiting Aβ aggregation is unlikely. 
Extracellularly, BBG may inhibit Aβ monomer generation 
from the APP parent protein [18, 96], it may simply block 
the entry of Aβ in to neurons [97], or by simply inhibiting 
formation Aβ oligomers in the extracellular domain, it 
disrupts a mechanism in which Aβ oligomers need to re-
enter the cell to start a cascade of events that lead to cell 
death. This latter possibility is further compelling in that it 
also fits with our current finding that BBG reduced the 
amount to pan-amyloid 6E10 staining in neurons that were 
spared from cell death.  

The current study demonstrated that BBG treatment led 
to a reduction in intracellular 6E10 staining, but not in the 
size or extent of the APP/Aβ plaques. A possible explanation 
for this discrepancy is that BBG may be more efficacious at 
inhibiting the formation of new aggregates, leaving existing 
large-volume aggregates and post-degeneration products 
unaffected. The second possibility is that the transgenic mice 
used in our study were at a young age, prior to having 
accumulated enough Aβ neuropil plaque pathology to detect 
differences upon application of the BBG compound. For 
example, the initial validation of the APPSwDI/NOS2-/- 
strain using 12-14 month mice revealed extensive Aβ 
deposits in the neuropil, but a lack of intracellular Aβ stain 
[3]. Since the mice used in our study were 9-10 months at 
the time of analysis and it has been reported that intracellular 
Aβ appears first in the aging process followed by decline and 
an inversely proportional increase in the number and the size 
of Aβ plaques [53], it is quite possible that extent of Aβ 
plaque pathology and the effect of BBG treatment on this 
pathology were below the threshold for detection with the 
techniques used in the current study.  

CONCLUSION 

To our knowledge, our investigation on the oral 
administeration of BBG in APPSwDI/NOS2-/- familial AD 
mice is the first report of 1) the effect of this compound on 
neuronal loss in a transgenic animal model of AD, 2) a 
protein conformation/aggregation disease is affected via oral 
administration of BBG, and 3) electron microscopic 
ultrastructural analysis of AD pathology in 
APPSwDI/NOS2-/- mice. Because BBG improved a key 
biochemical AD pathology (loss of neurons), the next step 
should be to proceed with behavioral studies with AD 
transgenic mice to determine if it can also improve AD-
associated cognitive decline/function. Furthermore, the 
finding that the reduction of intracellular APP/Aβ and the 
neuronal loss were achieved via an extracellular site of  
 

action highlights extracellular Aβ monomers as a promising 
potential target for AD therapeutics development. Lastly, the 
current results enhance our understanding of the food dye 
analog-based small molecules as effective APP/Aβ 
modulators in physiologically relevant in vivo systems.  
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